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Women's Dormitory First 
-Planned Classroom Space 
Receives 5-Year Setback-
By JOHNNY mNES 
Editor-In-Chief 
The hopes for additional class-
room space for Marshall have 
been set back about five years, 
University president Stewart H. 
Smith said. 
A priority list made up and 
voted on by all the state sup-
ported colleges and Marshall Uni-
versity, lists the institutions and 
their most immediate needs. On 
the 1958 list, Marshall stood sixth 
in line for a $4 million classroom 
building. When the revised list 
became public in 1960, the uni-
versity moved up to fifth place 
but a women's dormitory is 
planned before the classroom 
building. 
The $4 million classroom build-
ing was under a 20-year capital 
improvement program. It was to 
be eight-stories high and to in-
clude facilities for a lab school 
annex, engineering and mainten-
ance center and library annex. 
Homecoming ElectiQns 
Draw 25 Candidates 
Plans called for the raising of 
the Music Hall and providing 
space for the music department 
in the eight-story building. This 
would include 20 applied music 
studios, 27 practice rooms, one 
band rehearsal room and one re-
cital hall. 
This is one of three buildings 
purposed for the 20-year program. 
It would face Third Avenue and 
eventually these three structures 
would replace Old Main Annex 
and Northcott Hall. 
By JIM CASTO 
Staff Reporter 
President Smith pointed out 
that a 50 per cent utilization of 
all available class space is con-
sidered good. Marshall uses 62 
per cent of its space, _higher than 
any of the colleges in the state. 
Petitions have been filed for 25 candidates for Homecoming 
Queen and class attendants. The nominees include six juniors, five 
sophomores, and eight freshmen. 
Senior . candidates are Martha 
A y r e s, Fayettesville; Patty that she is able to file a petition 
Geene, St. Albans; S u z a n n e igned by her classmates, such as 
Tamplin, Madison; Millie Mayo, 15 seniors, 20 juniors, 25 sopho-
Lack of classroom space is an 
ever increasing problem to the 
University, Dr. Smith said. The 
classrooms in the recently finish-
ed Men's Health and Physical Ed-
ucation Building have given some 
relief, but in time that will be 
overcome. 
Huntington; Rosalie Sadd, Char- mores, or 30 freshmen. 
leston; and Allyn Childers, Hun- The election date for Miss Mar-
tington. Miss Marshall will be 
chosen from among senior candi- shall and her attendants still has 
dates. not been definitely set. 
Juniors are Sherry O'Shea,---------------------------
Huntington; Mary Barnard, St. 
Albans; Judy Turner, Hunting-
ton; Karen Meeves, Parkersburg; 
Brenda Keys, Kopperston; and 
Marsha High, Charleston. 
Sophomores are Barbara Col-
lins, Huntington; Nina Hatfield, 
Charleston; Jenny Lynn Cum-
mings, South Charleston; Jo Ann 
Mamula, Weirton; Barbara Cooke, 
Huntington. 
Freshman candidates are Susan 
Lauer, Huntington;' Karen Child-
ers, South Charleston; Judy 
Nagle, Huntington; Judi Childers, 
Putnam; San d r a Rutherford, 
Huntington; Helma Hudson, 
Charleston; Cyndee Glenn, Hun-
tington; Lynda Taylor, Hunting-
ton. 
Any full-time woman student 
who is not on academic or social 
probation is eligible to be nom-
inated for class queen providing 
Want To Get Someone's Goat? 
Try This Campaign Solution 
Dick Esque, Pt. Pleasant freshman running for class president 
in last Wednesday's election, is not the "goat" of this story. 
The goat is "Friendly". And therein lies a tale. 
Dick and bis "campaign" managers-Bill Williams of Wells-
burg, and Ernie Ritchie of Williamson~et out to get a goat on 
which to pin their election hopes. In the vicinity of Ona they 
spotted some likely looking places. 
But the second house tliey tried was a bonanza. "We Intro-
duced ourselves to Mrs. Johnson and told her why we'd like to 
borrow the goat. She has a brother who's at Marshall and told 
us to go and pick out one of the three goats in the yard." 
"She's a real nice lady," Dick says. 
After housing "Friendly" In the basement of the Lambda 
Chi house-get get, Lamb?-and tying the goat to a tree in front 
of the Student Union where it immediately made many friends. 
Dick now plans to use the goat In the Homecoming parade Oct. 21. 
The goat? It went back to Mrs. Johnson Wednesday night-
with a bonus supply of feed and the thanks of the freshman 
candidate. 
Cottrill, Hubbard, Fabi Elected 
Dean Thompson, a graduate of Huntington East, was elected 
Freshman class president Wednesday in a record turnout of 575 
voters. 
Thompson polled 181 votes compared with his nearest com-
petitor's 140. 
The four freshmen senators 
elected are: Mike Carroll of 
Nitro, with the highest vote of 
313 making him the unofficial 
class vice president; Brenda Hub-
bard of Williamson, 174 votes; 
Dick Cottrill of Huntington, 159 
votes, and Francis Fabi of Mon-
aco, Pa., 140. 
Hilda Fisher of Clendenin, was 
elected alt~rnate senator with 136 
vqtes. 
Janet Stewart of Charleston, 
who had polled 147 vote--enough 
to give her a senator's post-was 
disqualified because, according to 
the Election Commission, she was 
reponsible for her campaign liter-
ature being nailed to trees. This 
violates election rules. 
In the class presidency race, 
Dick Esque of Pt. Pleasant, ran 
second with 140 votes; Mike 
Dickens of Madison, was third 
wit.Ii 125 votes; Leroy Eckley of 
Huntington, 40 votes, and Charles 
C. Smith of Huntington, 24 votes. 
Here is the remaining unof-
ficial tabulation in the senatorial 
voting: 
David King of Huntington, 130; 
Phil Adkins of Huntington, 107; 
Steve Edmonds of Huntington, 
106; Kay Hudkins of Ravens~ 
wood, 92; Larry Walton, 63, and 
Karen Lahr of Weirton, 56. 
The Student Senate, meeting 
later in the evening, ratified the 
results at a mix in the Student 
Union. 
The record vote was announced 
by Virginia Davis, chairman of 
the Election Commission. 
Charles Damron, running for 
the class presidency was disquali-
fied before Wednesday's election 
for having campaign material put 
up too early. Damron announced 
he would appeal the decision and, 
should he win the appeal;·another 
election for ,class president would 
'lave to be held. 
Cowdon Will Play Lead Role 
As Cast Chosen For Comedy 
BY JIM CASTO 
Staff Reporter 
J effery Cowdon, Williamson 
sophomore, will play the lead in 
the University Theatre's upcom-
ing production of "The Fire-
brand," a three act romantic 
comedy: by Edwin Justus Mayer. 
Cowdon will play Benvenuto 
Cellini, the sixteenth century 
Florentine artist, in the produc-
tion to be given November 8-10. 
Brend a Foltz, Parkersburg 
sophomore, will be featured as 
Angela; and Judy Humphrey, 
Huntington senior, will play Bea-
trice, Angela's mother. 
Other members of the cast in-
clude Phillip Adkins, Huntington 
freshman, as apprentice to Cel-
lini; Carol Mallory, Huntington 
OPEN HOUSE SET 
The new Sigma Kappa pledges 
will be honored at an Open House 
Sunday from 2 to 5 p. m. at 1619 
Fifth Ave. 
The public is invited. 
freshman, as Emilia, Cellini's 
houseservant; Douglas Green, 
Catlettsburg, Ky. senior, as Pier 
Landi, Cellini's friend; David Mc-
Whorter, Huntington junior, as 
Alessandro, Duke .-of Florence; 
Walter Thurston, Salisbury, Md. 
senior, as Ottaviano, cousin to the 
Duke; Sheila Marsh, Huntington 
senior, as the Duchess; Frank 
Varacalli, Logan senior, as the 
first soldier; Robert Reed, Roa-
noke, Va. senior, as the second 
soldier; and Douglas Easter, Rich-
mond, Va. sophomore, as the 
hangman. 
Clayton R. Page, associate pro-
fessor of speech, is directing the 
productiqn. 
Senior assistants to the director 
are Kathryn Ann Haddad, Chesa-
peake, Ohio, junior, and Scarlett 
McKinney, Slab Fork senior. 
Acting as junior assistants are 
Pam McNish, Huntington sopho-
m o r e, and Yvette Stickman, 
Clarksburg junior. 
, James A. McCubbin, assistant 




11M NO PFlVOE~ El>. BUT 
THIS TIME THEY 'vE Go111e 
TOO FAR. 
400 Attend Beach Party 
Sea, Sand And Sh.ells 
Decorate SAE's House 
Although it's a little late in the seas.on for· a beach party, the 
weather was perfect for just such an event last weekend in the 
basement of •the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fratemity house. 
One might ask how could one have a beach party in the base-
ment of a house? And the answer to that question could be put in 
two words, "hard work." 
Work started when 40 fratern-
ity members unloaded eight and 
one half tons of sand into the 
basement. This was spread over 
two of the four rooms in the 
basement, about two inches deep. 
Then the work was concen-
trated in the room where the 
pool was constructed. The pool 
was made of plastic and was 
filled with 18 inches of water. 
thing that is necessary for the 
beach were put down on the sand 
and the party was well on its 
way. It was estimated that there 
were 400 students present. "The 
Lancers" provided the music. 
Twelve o'clock rolled around 
and it was time for Cinderella to 
bid goodnight. Then came the job 
of getting thirteen and one half A third room was filled with 
sand which required another tons of sand out of the basement, 
three and one half tons of sand. he pool dismantled and the dec-
Towels, blankets and every- orations taken down. 
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Robertson McDaniel 
PIKE DANCE SLATED 
Pi Kapp~ Alpha fraternity will 
have its Buccaneer Ball, an in-
formal, from 9 p. m. to 1 a. m. to-
morrow at Fraternal Hall. The 
"Collegiates" will play for the 
dance. 
Campus Inquirer 
By NANCY CLAY Joe Ro b e r t s on, Huntington 
Staff Reporter freshman: 
QUESTION: "What are yom Marshall has a fine team but 
opinions about the Marshall Uni- they're playing way out of their 
versity foottball team and their class. I believe we have a great 
chances for the future?" deal of potential but need to in-
Sarabeth G r a n t, Huntington elude teams of our own class in 
freshman: the schedule. 
I feel that our team is trying Carolyn McDaniel, Gary fresh-
and, win or lose, if we give them man: 
the support they need now and in As of now, I'm very disap-
the future, they will do their very pointed in the Marshall Uni-
best. versity football team. All I can 
La r r Y Browning, Huntington say is that I hope they'll do bet-
graduate student: ter in the future. 
If ·they'd pass a little more on 1---------------
• • • early downs they'd get along 
much better. Now and anytime, 
. our team is just as bright as the 
coach makes them. 
During the Civil War, Marshall 
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John Hines (white jacket) receiving his sportcoat from Ron Moore, manager of Dunhill's Varsity 
Club Shop. Looking on are Bill Wolford and Larry Gravely, of Dunhill's sales staff. 
John Hines, Senior at Marshall University, Editor of the Parthenon, had the good. fort~ne 
of having his name drawn for Dunhill's Free Back - To - Campus Wardrobe. Re~stration 
was open to all students returning to school for the, fall semester. The w~:drobe included 
a sportcoat, slacks, shirt, tie, belt and sox. You cant blame John for smiling. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1961 
I Letters To Editor I 
Dear Editor: 
At the beginning of the current semester I began working at • 
the James E. Morrow Library. as a student assistant. Soon after-
. ward an anonymous bulletin appeared which attacked the source 
of my meager income. I immediately abandoned the idea that it 
was one of my friends who thought that I had thrown the library 
into an arena of mass confusion. In fact, I prophesied it was a 
perSOJ?. who knew nothing whatsoever of the intricacies of the 
public institution. , 
The more I read their comments the more I was inclined to 
believe I was right. Of course I agreed that the library had its 
faults but so does every library. Just running one is a very com-
plex proposition and I thought · that the staff that keeps ours 
functioning does a fine job. Of course being a student assistant I 
could understand how one could become a little confused every 
once in a while. What would you do, Mr. Editor, if someone asked 
you for 19 books, even though they didn't know the names of the 
volumes - but that wouldn't make any difference because the 
enquirer didn't know how to make out a call slip anyway. Sound 
confusing? It is! 
That's when I began to think that maybe those writers were 
really geniuses and could solve the problems of library science. I 
said to myself, "Maybe I'd better buy some stock in these Public 
Service Bulletins. Just think, maybe they'll solve the Athletic 
Department's problems next." Then, after hours of studying their 
documents, I discovered a fallacy in one of their theories. They 
stated that if a person had a book due and couldn't return it be-
cause of illness they shouldn't have to pay a fine. I distinctly re-
member being a little musty one morning myself and it just so 
happened I had a book due. I asked a friend to return it for me 
and do you know to this day the library thinks I turned that 
volume in personally. 
And so, Mr. Editor, I have come to the conclusion that the 
campus anonym or anonymous authors, are only half right. But 
I'm sure if they would bring their right half to the library, Mr. 
Apel would give them a job and they could help us straighten 
out the whole mess. · 
Larry T. Ascough 
Logan Junior 
P. S . My name has always been mis-pronounced but that's better 
than going through life with a name like Anonymous. 
THANKS TO FRATERNITY 
Dear Editor: 
All of us concerned with giving more than 500 boys a day-
to-day guidance program are extremely grat1:ful to Sigma Phi 
Epsilon social fraternity. Their "bed race" was not only a fine 
social event; but even more important to us, it provided the Boys' 
Club •with a newly painted gymnasium. So, our "hat is off" to all 
the members and everyone else who helped with this event. 
Dear Editor: 
James C. Carlile 
Executive Director, 
Boys' Club of Huntington 
DR. SMITH LAUDS PARTHENON 
Last Friday's issue of The Partheon was outstanding. In my 
opinion, the new feature entitled, "The Lyceum," marks one of 
the greatest achievements that The Parthenon has made in some 
years. These articles will not only stimulate serious thinking on 
timely and important issues but will also enhance the academic 
status of our faculty. 
As a university, our student neVI .: i,>aper should portray the 
real purposes and ideals of , an institution of higher learning. 
Covering university extra-curricular activitio: is a proper func-
tion of the newspaper, but the increased emphasis upon the 
stimulation of serious academic ideas is even more important. I 
am very much pleased with The Parthenon's new feature. 
Stewart H. Smith 
Pres~dent 
Marching Sand Will Take 
First Trip Tomorrow Night 
The University band will ac- Sizemore, Carl Wince, and Carrie 
company the football team to To- Woodard . 
ledo tomorrow night. This will be · Other b a n d members are: 
the band's first away game. Other David Anderson, Ed Bennett, Jim 
away games they will attend are Brumfield, Jeff Cowden, Mary 
Xavier and the Eastern Kentucky Copenhaver, Al Gasper, Suzi Hall, 
game at Ashland. Carolyn Hereford, Allen How-
THE PARTHENON 
The now-traditional Homecon,-
ing Mum Sale by the Independent 
Student's Association will begin 
next week, according to Carolyn 
eed, Huntington senior and 
I. S. A. president. A booth will be 
et up · Monday in the Student 
Union to take orders. The sale 
will continue each day from 8 
a. m. to 4 p. m. until Friday Oct. 
20. On Saturday Oct. 21, Home-
oming morning, the flowers will 
e distributed to students from 
8 a. m. to noon. Cost of the mums 
·s $1.50. 
The procedure of sale is to 
leave an order in the Union and 
ay for the mums. A receipt will 
redeem a corsage on Homecoming 
morning. Personal checks will be 
accepted if Marshall I. D. cards 
are used for identification. 
• • • 
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity 
will entertain guests tonight from 
8 to 12 p. m. at a house party. 
he theme will be "Remember 
ow Great," a reminiscence of 
ast top tunes. 
• • • 
Nine men w ere pledged to the 
Cavaliers, Independent fraternity, 
·n ceremonies Oct. 2. 
The pledges are: Roy L. Collins, 
untington junior; John Fife, 
arboursville freshman; Michael 
ell, Grantsville sophomore; Tom 
ilton, Barboursville freshman ; 
avid Gr o v es, Summersville 
eshman; Jim Hatfield Barb-
ursville, _freshman; W i 11 i am 
ardebeck, Williamson sopho-
ore; Don Reese, Huntington 
reshman, and Bill Blaine, Point 
leasant freshman. 
• • • 
Alpha Xi Delta sorority will 
have an open house tonight from 
7 to 9 p. m. at 1645 Fifth Ave. The 
open house is in honor of the new 
pledges and all persons who wish 
to attend may do· so. . •. . 
The Independent Student's As-
so_cia tion will have its "49-ers' 
Frolic" fall informal, tonight, 
from 9 p. m. to 12:30 a. m., at St. 
Cloud's Commons Clubhouse, 17th 
St. West. 
Guests will dress in costume 
appropriate to the California gold 
rush era. Chaperones will be 
Eric P. Thorn, Cavalier faculty 
Advisor ; and Mrs. Henrietta 
Spence, director of the New 
Men's Residence Hall. 
• • • 
Jane Butler, Hunt in g ton 
senior, president of Sigma Sigma 
Sigma, will join representatives 
of all Tri Sigma chapters in this 
district at the Miami University 
chapter at Oxford, Ohio, for their 
triennial regional meeting today 
through Sunday. National officers 
will be present to familiarize the 
representatives . with all sorority 
There are 23 new members. croft, Jerry Hudson, Joe Ingerick, 
They are: Bob Baughman, Don Rita Jividen, Wayne Kincaid, 
Bi as, Carlisle Bowling, Tom Lura Napier, Gary Priddy, Bob 
Castle, Lorraine Cross, Sandra Rash, James Thompson, Joan 
Daugherty, Wendell Eng 1 is h, Trent, Sue Trent, David Watkins, 
Larry Ford, Bill ?arne~, Mike Roy Webb, Bill Weed, Hank 
Halley, Bill Hazelrigg, Jim Hea- White, and Larry Wolford. 
ton, Grover Huff, Mark Lemon,,:.;..;..;;;.;.;;.:..~;.;......;.;,;,;..:;.......;..; __________________ --, 
Jerry Loudermelt, Ann Mecum, 
matters. 
Steve Nelson, Fred Rast, Mike 
Samson, Winston Sheets, Earline H E $ $ 0 N 1 $ PHARMACY 
THUMBNAIL HISTORY 
In 1861' Marshall College clos-
ed its doors because of the be-
ginning of the Civil War. 
• • • 
A building was erected on 
June 30, 1838, on one and one-
quarter acres which was pur-
chased for $40. 
15~4 6th Avenue 
Student Checks Cashed Free (With I.D. Card) 
( 
COSMETICS FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PAGE THREE 
Cheering Beauties T1101t 
OBSERVING ALLYN CH1LDERS, Huntington senior and head 
cheerleader, demonstrate cheering form at freshman tryouts are, 
from left, Ann Mecum, St. Albans, Diane Meadows, and lent 
Cyrus, both of South Charleston. In addition to Miss Cbllden, 
judges will Include Ray Cumberledre, publicity director for the 
sports department; MilJie Mayo, head majorette, and Miss Morris. 
and Mrs. McCord, local high school teachers. 
Theses & Term Papers Expertly Typed 
Six Years Experience With Campbells Form. 
CALL JANE GR.ES LETH 
RE 6-5095 after 6 P.M. 
about how to go back to school 
or career ... in style ... come see 
how the YOUNG 
FASHIONABLES do it at 
·-i.n,ce-1194 
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A Look' At The Scienc·e Of Religion 
Scientific Data 
Can St~engthen 
Belief In God, 
Geologist Says 
seems quite defini'te, ye t doub t as 
to its lite.ral ·meaning is cast by 
the r eference In II Peter which 
indicates that a day may be as a 
thousand years in the sight of the 
Lord; hence most fundamentalists 
will concede to at least 6,000 years 
fox the. age of the ea11th. Scientists, 
of course, have shown evidence 
that the age must be calculated 
By DR .. RAYMOND JANSSEN in billions o-f years. The 6,000-
Geology Dept. Chairman year idea became well established 
Science is a reliable method ""'---------~--------------------------------' by the work of Archbishop Ussher 
of finding truth. Religion is of Ireland who, in 1650, attempted 
the search for a satisfying fostered in Russia?" "How does I am not being facetious, but to fix the dates of happenings 
way · of life. one accept the teachings of our merely point ing out the details mentioned in the Bible back to 
-Arthur H. Compton church and at the same time those that are accepted by most, If not the beginning. He did this largely 
l!.'Ver since the time of Charles of modern science?" all, of the world's great religions. by taking in:to account the Ieng.thy 
Darwin, more than a century ago, Questions like these have been In citing the foregoing, I have chronological genealogies of gen-
muoh has been said and written asked over and over again, and pointed to onl.y a very few of the erations, sometimes referred to as 
about the so-called conflict be- each new group of students brings p o s s i b 1 e conflicting situations the "begat" portions of the scrip-
. tween science and religion. This more of them. Why do such con- which exist to confuse the· mind tures. In the end, he reached the 
conflict arose because the discov- flicts and confusions continue to of an individual. The question conclusion that the e.arth was 
eries of scientists seemed, in the exi-st in the minds and attitudes that remains is: Are these really· created in 4004 B. C. on Oct. 26, 
eyes of many, not .to be in strict of so many individuals? Has there contradictions and conflicts be- at 9 a .m. The r esults of his work 
harmony with the teachings of been failure on the part of edu- tween religion and science, or do became the basis for the marginal 
the Bible and of the great reli- cators and theologists in no·t hav- they merely appear to be so? And references in various later edi-
gions. The geologists, more than ing overcome the causes of such if the latter, why is the truth so tions of ·the Bible. Upon question-
any other group of scientists, were confusion? Or are the teachers successfully. obscured to result in ing, we find that relatively few 
singled out to be called atheists and ministers themselves con- this confusion? In order to evalu- people know that the mar,ginal 
-largely because they spoke of the fused? ate the problem and attempt to dares are not a part of the Bible, 
age of the earth in terms of mil- FOURTH-RATE PLANET bring order out of the confusion, still fewer have any idea of how 
lions of years, and with their fos- We may go to school, college, let us look more closely into the they got .there or when, and very 
sil evidence confirmed the theory or university, and there learn backgrounds of some of these in- few have e.ver heard of Arch-
of evolution. Such beliefs could that our earth is a fourth-rate congruities. b ishop Ussher. Yet these same 
then only be considered heretical, planet orbiting around a third- 'DISCREPANCY' EXPLAINED individuals may a c c e p t these 
because was it not written that rate sun which is situated in a . In the first paragraph of this dates, and h is date of creat ion as 
God had created the earth in six second-rate galaxy. This galaxy, Dr. Raymond Janssen article, I made reference to the the gospel truth. This is all the 
days and had fashioned man in the Milky Way, we learn further, age and shape of the earth as two more surprising when it is re-
his own image? is only one of millions of other Dr. Raymond E. Janssen, pro- of the ,points which cause concern membered that the calendar has 
Then again, for untold millenia and lar.ger galaxies in the uni- fessor of geology and chairman in the minds of many individuals been r e v is e d many times and 
the earth was considered to be verse, yet it contains probably a of the Geology Department, has and among religious sects. There there is no logical basis for as 
flat, and this is reflected in the hundred billion stars similar to, been at Marshall since 1942. He is nothing in the Bible which absolute a date of creation as was 
scnptural reference to the four or larger than, our sun. We learn, received his B.S. degree from st .rtes that the earth is flat, al- determined by Ussher. 
corners of the earth. Strangely, too, that the speed of light, at Northwestern University, and though it is logically inferred to The matter of evolut ion also is 
the ancient Greeks, long before 186,000 miles per second, can en- his M.A. and Ph. D. degrees be such by reference to its four of great concern to many per sons, 
the birth of Christ, reasoned that circJ.e our earth s~ven times in a from the University of Chicago. corners beca-use, after all, how can for this seeins to strike at the 
the earth must be round, but they second; but at the same speed Prior to enterin&' the teaching a globe have any corners? What heant of the doctrine that man 
obtained this conclusion by philo- cannot cross the diameter of our field he was active . in the mu- are the actual fact s concerning the was creat ed icn the image of God. 
sophical thinking rather than by Milky Way galaxy in less than seum profession, both in re- origin of the apparent discre- At every level of society we find 
observation. They reasoned that 100,000 years. We find that our search and in the designing of pancy?, In order to discern these individuals and re.ligious sects 
if God had created the world, He solar system is located about one- exhibits. Originally on the staff we mum delve far back into the refuse to believe that man evolved 
would have. fashioned it in the third of the way inwardly from of the Chicago Natural History beginnings of recorded history. from apes and monkeys. When it 
most per!ect of foNns, and to the edge of our galaxy, and that Museum, he later was with the We find that the ancient Baby- is e:icplained that scientists do hot 
them the sphere was the most per- in this position it has had time to Chicago Museum of Science and lonians were among the first peo- contend necessarily that man as-
feet geometrical shape; therefore, made only one full trip around its Industry, the Illinois State Mu- ples to be concerned with the cended directly from the.se pri-
the earth must be round. The oribit in the Milky Way since the sewn, and the Texas Memorial nature of the earth's land sur- mates, but rather that the evi-
idea became forgotten; and largely time When West Virginia's great Museum of the University of faces and to attemplj: to make what dence points to a branching in the 
through the influence of the Ro- coal beds were formed in the Texas. He also designed geolo- we now know as ma,ps. The line of evolwtion much farther 
mans, the belief of a flat earth Pennsylvania Peri o d, and only gical exhibits for the Chicago earliest known map stil'l in exis- back than these, they still find · 
was handed down to modern two such circuits since the end of Century of Progress World's tence is in the Harvard Semitic little consolat ion in being more 
times when the voyages of Colwn- Precambrian times, at least half Fair and the Texas Centennial Museum. It was drawn on a flat directly related to fish or amphi-
bus and Magellan demonstrated a billion years ago. Astronomi- Exposition. clay t a b l et · which was subse- bians than to the monkeys or 
qui.'te clearly that the earth is, cally, these distances are not very Since coming to Marshall, he quently dr ied and hardened, and apes. N.evertheless, the fossil evi-
indeed, round. And yet, in spite great, ·fur we are also told that has established the Geology represents an area of land on dence shows that in the earlier 
· of modern world travel by ship, the great 200-inch telescope on Museum in the Science Build- either side of the Euphrat es River, strata of the earth's crust only 
plane, and orbiting satellite, there Mt. Palomar in California can .ing-the only museum of its about 200 mtJes north of ~ ylon very simple and primitive plants 
are still proponent sof a flat photograph galaxies that are ten kind in West Virginia. in the country now know as Iraq. and animals were present, and 
earth, as for example the Flat billion light years distant from Dr. Janssen is the author of This map is about 4,500 years old, that by slow, progessive change, 
Earth Society of England. us. In layman's language_, this six books and. several hundred . but others like it of more recent h igher and more complex forms 
DISCREPANCY NOTED simply means that the light which magazine, newspaper, and en- dates exist in our various mus- of life came into existence, cul-
Why, may we ask, in this agll we see through the telescope to- cyclopedia articles, including eums. At the time that these first minating eventually in the ap-
of scientific explosion, of rapid night left that galaxy ten billion Encyclopedia Brittanica, Brit- maps were made, there was no pearance of man. The e a r 1 y ' 
and a cc u Tate communk:ation, years ago-which might have been tanica Junior, the World Book word for map in the vocabulary species of man are, themselves, 
when nearly every school boy long before the earth itself was Encyclopedia, the American of the people, just as in our · fossils; and some of these fossil, 
knows the distance to the sun, born. Peoples Encyclopedia and its language there was no word for ape-like men had a r eligion. 
and the man on the street speaks We learn _a great many other annual yearbook. He has spec- automobile until it had first been RELIGION PRECEDED BIBLE 
of atoms and astronauts, is there things, too, if we continue in ialized in the origin of coal and invented. New words arise. largely Scientists have shown tha.t reli-
still so much conflict in the minds school. For example, we learn that fossils of the pre-historic plants from descriptive application of gion goes back much far.ther than 
of people concerning what to all substances are composed of which formed it, as well as the what they are supposed to repre- of modern man. The earliest evi-
them is a serious discrepancy be- atoms. which, in turn, consis.t of geological history of the Teays sent; and the study of etomology dence cif it has been found in 
tween science and religion? One tiny ,particles of en~r,gy that are River, which p r.e ceded the and origins of language may t,hus the beginning of biblical times or 
might reply that education, or· orbiting around one another in present Ohio River. be most fascinating. Since there association w ith Neanderthal 
the lack of it, is the answer-that much the same manner as the was no precise word for map at Man, who lived 50,000 to 100,000 
, there is no such . conflict in the heavenly bodies whirl about each when speaking of it. I ne.ed not the time when the first maps were yea'l"S ago .Fossil skeletons of this 
minds of the · educated. While other. Thus, the structures of the PQint ouit, of course, that this ges- made, an application of · the word race have been found that had 
this is to a large extent true, it atoms and those of the universe ture is mighty confusing to a child for eai:;th was used because the buried with them articles of food, 
must be remembered that there are essentially similar, the chief who bas already learned that the drawing represented the e.arth or weapons, paints, and ornaments, 
are all degrees of education, and difference being that of size. direction would vary with the a pO'I'tion of it. This was used in indicat ing a belief that the indivi-
that many cultured individuals WHERE IS HEAVEN? time of day. The scriptural writer, the writing of the original scrip- dual would have need of these 
are unable to harmonize their Then, we may go to church, or Jdhn, however, has envisioned the ture, and referred not to the eanth things in a future life. Thus, the 
reli;gious beliefs with their ·scien- we may read in the Bible. In Holy City as coming down out of ~tseLf, but to the four corners of idea of a resurrection to a life 
tific knowledge. This fact is dem- either event, we learn that we He.aven onto ear th, which suggests the maps which were then in use. after death was established long 
onstrated to me c 1 ea r 1 y each should live righteously to insur~ that the ultimate location will be Understanding this, there is no before the beginning of any mod-
semester W'hen· nearly every new for ourselves a place in Heaven here. We further learn thait its discrepancy between the biblical em religion. From then on, belief 
class in .geology has in it some or otherwise be condemned to streets will be paved with gold, reference and the shape of the in resurrec.tion has r emained a 
students who ask me for help in everfasting fire and to rm e n t. the houses wiH be mansions, tha.t eaTth itself. fundamental tenet in essenltially 
straightening the confusion which Children, particularly, are quite there will be no marriage and CREATION DISCUSSED all succeeding races and tribes of 
they admit exists in their minds. curious about Heaven; they want hence, presumably, no family life As to the age of the earth, the primitive, savage, and cultured 
They may ask, ·"Shall we believe to know where it is and what it as we know it, and that among Bible specifically states that ear.th, men, and has become a funda-
the Bi:ble, or what we see in the will be like. We find no really the chief activities will be singing heaven, and all that is in them mental aspect of nearly all reli-
rocks?" "Must we aibandon reli- clear reference to its location, but and the playing of harps. In re- were created by the will of God gions. It has been said that John 
gion and become atheists, as is many mmisters point upward view ing these well-known details, within a six-day per i od. This (Continue on Page 5) 
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Scientist Takes A Look At Religion 
(Continued from Page 4) tivated by curiosity. The curiosity the scri:ptures Wthich were writ- the highest form of life on earth. has already been fomented in Rus-
Wesley, the founder of Metho- of a child in attemptin,g to dis- ten by men? No religli.on questions The. concepts of religion should sia. There must be no conflict 
dism, believed -that animals, as cover how a watch is put together that the world and the universe be pemnitted to go on evo1ving between sci enc e and religion 
well as men, would be resurrect- is identical to ,that of the scientist were made by God. Yet the fun- to higher levels commensurate They are both an important part 
ed. The l·dea was not ori·gi·nal with who attempts to discover th0 na- damentalist holds that the record with our growing knowled,ge of f 1. es and they must sup the universe. Not to do so may O our iv • -
him' howev·er, for the mummies ture of the earth or tihe origin of that is written in the rocky pages 1 
t ch th ll t 
l"f I d · u .. · h: · t · d h h h t be Th' lead to the onnosi.te alternatli.ve-- P emen ea O er, as a grea . Of ancient Egy,nitians are com- 1 e. n omg 1.1.u1s, ·e 1s no e y- of t e eart mus wrong. 1s .,.... " · th .,... f God b t · 1· th t th c t d rb the resont to atheism, as we see scientists maintain. monly accompanied by mum.mies mg e ex1;:,,,ence o , u :1rnp 1es a e rea or e· 1 er• 1----------------'----:-------------
of birds, cats, dogs and other rather attempting to discover ately falsified the history which 
an i m a Is, presumably pets and God's method. I know of no really He himself recorded. The only 
other domesticated animals that great scientist who is an ath~ist, other alternatiive out of such a 
were dispatched to a new life for atheism is corntrary to the way dilemma is ,to assume that there 
along w~th thei-r mas-ters. The ag- in which the scientist thinks and was no creator, and that the un.i-
nostic might argue that if Heaven works. This has been aptly stated verse created itself. As the phy-
is to be here on eaiith, particularly by the physiologist ,Andrew Con- sicist, George Davis, has pointed 
in the ·light of exploding popula- way Ivy, who has said that the out, if a universe could create 
be scientist operates ori tJhe basis of itself, then it would embody the tions, our tiny earth will a 
. ht d d lace the principle that there cannot be powers of a creator, and we should 
mvg y crow e P • . . cl d h th Th b' t f Hell is another a machine Without a maker; and be forced to con u e t at e 
ec~ ~ ;:1~ i:n that bears con- by Edwin C~nklin, the biologist, universe itself is a God. . 
a_sp t · Cg t • ly ~ts presum- who h'aiS pomted out thait the The greatest growth of s01ence 
s1dera 10n. er am , b bT f H · · t· f k I ·th· th t 
ed location is muoh more defini,te pro a_ d1 1 ty o . ·1 e or1gmabtgt rtohm h·as ta en . p. ace w1 m e pa:d 
. . d On round earth a cc 1 en t 1s com,para, e o e century, g1vmg us a new wor 
-it is ow\ 1 ~ to the hiter~ probability of the unabridged d.ic- and an insight into nature and ?ow~ can d~~ ~h_ea'dea originate? tionary resulting from an explo- life that is vastly d•if-ferent t_o t~at 






most terrible sion in a printing shop. Every- of the Middle Aiges. The scientist 
Tdo the anciebn s, i·nge by f;~e and where that the scientist looks in has brought order out of chaos eat was urn ~ , . . 
t'his method of punishment was nature, he sees plan, order, and and confus10~, for he ~ecogmzes 
accomplished by throwing the vie- l~w. H~ notes t~t the ~t~rs, p!~n- that everythm~ . has d 1~ cau~e. 
tim into a seething volcano. The e ~d• atnh tcotmhe s a~et t_ e1rdofr. ~ts, Early men ~~v1s1onde de etxhis; 
f . d b · t mentioned in an a ey eX!1•s m e mite tence of spirits an go s a ire an rlllns one I t· h ' h h h' . h t·l d the· Bible are the unquenchable re a ions 1p to eac ot er; not mg wer~ mo~tly evil or os I e, an 
:fiires of the volcanoes and the sul- a,Hppearskhapl)azard or o_ut of order. he hved m constant fe~ off then_i. 
h k f m·ed from t'he e loo s at a mountain and sees To a certain extent this ear is p urous roe s or 1 . . f hardening of lavas. The ancients not mere Y rock piled on rock, still with us, for the threat o 
b 1. ed did scientists until but the evolution of a continent. Hell and the reward of Heaven, e iev • as H 1 k ~;. · d t · · ·t very recent times, that the whole e 00 s '" a river an sees no as aspects_ of religion, perm1 us 
merely the. water, but the power 1 h f equences interior of the earth was a molten on y a c 01ce o cons . ., 
mass of incandescent fiery rock, ~nd force that is capa~le of carry- WHO WANTS TO PLAY HARP. 
for could they not look down into ~n,gt away thde modudnl•ta1n. dHe looks . The description of HE~a".en _as 
the crater of an active volcano m ~ ablmu . pu 'ef :~ seetsh a found •in -the scriptures,. with its 
and see the fire? Therefore, to be. venta e umverse o t .. mgs o er streets of gold, its stately man-
thr ·nto the mouth of a vol- th1an mud. si:ons, i,ts lack of sorrow and suf-
ca~w~~s hell, · indeed. As time ROCKY PAGES OF HISTORY fermg, and its festive spirit of re-
went on, man learned that the Is it not logical therefore to joioing ~itlh song _and h~1;P• was, 
same results could be accomplish- conclude. that if we wish to gain in the times of its wntmg, an 
ed much more simply by throw- knowledge of -tlhe earth, its struc- a 'Pp ea ling representation of 
in:g the prisoner into a fiery fur- ture, its possible ori,gin, and the weal~h, splendor, comfo~t and 
nace. Eventually this custom gave development of life upon it, that h:appmess. It hardly ~emams that 
way to burning at the stake. we turn to the rocky pages of the today. Few of us, I thmk, are ena-
'Doday, all these methods are_ out- earth's strata themselves for . the moured a~ the prospect of singing 
lawed as barbarious in the highly answers? This .is precisely what and playmg harps .forever. The 
civilized countr,ies, and we burn the geologist has done. Here he maintenance of mansions n?~~-
the culprit in the electric chair has found indelible records and days implies heavy respons1~111-
instead. doc.muents comparable in every ties. Gold would be a most 1m-
POLYTHEISM CITED way to any ever written by man. prac-ticau material for pavemimts 
The belief in some fom1 of The total thicknesses of all the even if it were sufficiently abun-
diety, or God, goes far baek be- sedimentary rock layers known in dant. A heaven in the modern 
yond the earliest recordings of the world, if piled on top of each ens2 would be much more appeal 
history. Early beliefs were poly- other in one place, would approxi- ing if we could be assured of 
theistic-1that of many gods. The male: 100 miles in height. Mt. super - Mghways, a 11- electnc 
sun, moon, stars, fire, lightning, Everest, the highest peak in the houses, air-conditioning, televi-
and other awe-inspi1'ing bodies world today is, by contrast, only sion, and crash-proof planes. Was 
and phenomena were worshipped 5 ½ miles ,high. The history re- not the reward of Heaven intend-
as gods. This led to the personi- corded in this tremendous array ed as an inc-entive, an inducement, 
fication of gods as man-like forms, of rocks teHs of long-lost conti- for living a righteous life? In 
culminating in the many d,ieties of nents and dried-up seas that once human nature, incent,ive is the 
the Greeks and Romans, and fol- teemed with myriads of forms of greatest motivation for any kind 
lowed by present monotheistic be- ancient life. It tells of mighty con. of achievement. I dare to suggest 
.liefs in a single, all~powerful god. vulsions of the earth's crust that t'hat in the_se modern times, the 
Thus, we c-an see that the present changed sea bottom to mountain re w a rd envisioned nearly two 
'concepts of the great religions are top, of periods of gla-ciation that millenia ago has lost much of its 
the resuU of a long evolution of covered one-qua11ter of the land original appeal. In spite of the 
beliefs through the ages. There surfaces with solid sheets of ice, teaching of the great religions, 
is a great parallelisin here--the of tremendous vo'lcanic outpour- too m a n y individuals are not 
evolution of relig,ion and that of ings that built some of the great- frighterred by the punishment of 
lii.fe itself. Many contend, funther- est mountains known, of mighty Hell or motivated by the promise 
more, that neither has ·reached rivers th:a.t have long since drain- of Heaven. I sometimes wonder if 
its peak or its end. ed away. The evidence provided better results m~ght not be ob-
Does this mean that, if some of by fossils is Qne of the greatest tained if it were emphasized tlhat 
our present concepts of reli.gion stories to be found -in the record we have but one life to live, that 
seem to be out of harmony with of 1:'he rocks. In the lowermost we must do the very best that we 
our scientific knoWlledge of the layers of this tremendous pile of can with ,it, that there will never 
laws of nature and the progres- stra.ta there is found no vestige of be a second chance here. 
sion of life, we should abandon ful'm'er life. As we ascend higher CHURCH HAS OBLIGATION 
religion? Certainly not. Religion in the series fossils begin to ap- Since. it is apparent thait reli-
seems to be inherently natural to pear, and thereafter there is a gion has advanced from humbler 
man for it has evolved with him. never-ending inc re a s e in the beginnings to its present position, 
Thr~ugh it he. had attai:ned high- varieties and complexities of the I believe that the modern church 
er and high-er levels of idealology. gradually evolving forms of pl'ants has an obligation to perform in 
Through science he has attained and animals tlhat have popuilated this respect. It shou·ld continue to 
higher and h i g h e r level of the earth during the succeeding advance its concepts and teach-
achievement. He therefore re- geological ages. Finally, in the ings in keeping with the scientific 
quires th-em bdth. most recent strata, are found the knowled,ge which has been ac-
TRUffl THROUGH SCIENCE fossils of the earliest men them- quired. Many religli,ous leaders are 
I am quite conv1nced that the selves, along with the contem- reluctant to do this. They main-
only sound approach to the dis- porary pl-ants and animals of their tain that God does not change, 
covery of truth is through tlhe time. there1lore religion itself should 
sclenti-fic method. This involves, GOD'S WORD IN ROCKS? not. Actually, of course, it is 
first of atl, most care f u ·I and Can not tl).e rock strata of the man who is changing. He has ad-
precise observation, often followed ear,th, with their included records, vanced physically, mentally, and 
by detailed experimentation. This be r.egarded as being the work religiously far beyond his ancient 
approach is intellectual and mo- and word of God as much so as status when Neanderthal Man was 
(Author of "I Wa, a Teen-age Dwarr', "The Man11 
Lotea of Dobie Gillis", etc.) 
SAIL ON, SAIL ON! 
I suppose October 12 is just another day to you. You get up in 
the ordinary way and do all the ordinary things you ordinarily 
do. You have your breakfast, you walk your ocelot, you go to 
classes, you write home for money, you burn the dean in effigy, 
you watch Howdy-Doody, and you go to bed. And do you give 
one little thought to the fact that October 12 is Columbus 
Day? No, you do not. 
Nobody thinks about Columbus these da'.ys. Let us, there-
fore, pause for a moment and retell his ever-glorious, endlessly 
stirring saga. 
Christopher Columbus was born in Genoa on August 25, 1451. 
His father, Ralph T . Columbus, was in the three-minute auto 
wash game. His m9ther, Eleanor (Swifty) Columbus, was a 
sprinter. Christophe'r was an only child, except for his four 
brothers and eight sisters. With his father busy all day at the 
auto wash and his mother constantly away at track meets, 
young Columbus was left pretty much to his own devices. 
However, the lad did. nc;it sulk or brood. He was an avid reader 
and spent all his waking hours immersed in a book. Unfortu-
nately, there was only one book in Genoa at the time-Care of 
the Horse by Aristotle- and after several years of reading Care 
of the Horse, Columbus grew restless. So when rumor reached 
him that there was another book in Barcelona, off he ran as 
fast as his fat little legs would carry him. 
The rumor, alas, proved false. The only book in Barcelona 
was Cuidar un Caballo by Aristotle, which proved to be nothing 
more than a Spanish translation of Care of the Horse. 
Bitterly disappointed, Columbus began to dream of going 
to India where, according to legend, there were thousands of 
books. But the only way to go to India was on horseback, and 
after so many years of reading Care of the Horse, Columbus 
never wanted to clap eyes on a horse again. Then a new thought 
struck him: perhaps it was possible to get to India by sea! 
Fired with his revolutionary new idea, Columbus raced to 
the court of Ferdinand and Isabella on his little fat legs (Colum- , 
bus, though six feet tall, was plagued with little fat legs all his 
life) and pleaded his case with sueh fervor that the rulers were 
persuaded. 
On October 12, 1492, Columbus set foot on the New World. 
The following year he returned to Spain with a cargQ of wonders 
never before seen in Europe- spices and metals and plants and 
flowers and- most wondrous of all-tobacco! Oh, what a sensa-
tion tobacco caused in Europe! The filter had long since been 
invented (by Aristotle, curiously enou·gh) but nobody knew 
what to do with it. Now Columbus, the Great Discoverer, 
made still another great discovery: he took a filter, put tobacco 
in front of it, and invented the world's first filtet' cigarette! 
Through the centuries filters have been steadily. improved 
and so has tobacco, until today we have achieved tlw ultimate 
in the filter cigarette-.Marlboro, of course! Oh, what a piece 
of work is Marlboro! Great, tobacco, great filter, great smoke! 
And so, good friends, when next you enjoy a fine Marlboro 
Cigarette, give a thought to the plucky Genoese, Christopher 
Columbus, whose. vision and perseverance made the whole 
lovely thing possible. © IVlll Mu Shulman 
• • • 
And thank Columbus too for the king-size Philip Morru 
Commander, If unfiltered cigarettes are your choice, you'll 
find Commander the choice of the unfiltered. Welcome 
aboard. 
PiAGE SIX 
'Aquanut' Regatta Torpedoed 
THIS WAS PROBABLY the last regatta of its type that will occur 
"in" the Ohio River. Shown are some of the "boats" used in last 
May's regatta sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Fourleen of the 
40 participants ended up in the river and were pulled to safety 
by Coast Guard Auxiliary vessels. 
SAE Makeshift Boats Ruled 
Unsafe for Racing On River 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's unusual 
regatta, held May 6th, will be the 
last of its kind, the Coast Guard 
has decided. 
Capt. 0. A. Peterson, com-
mander of the Second Coast 
Guard District at St. Louis, wrote 
to Donald R. McNew, SAE presi-
dent: 
"I understand there is a strong 
movement on the campus to pro-
pose holdfng this event annually. 
There are no objections if sea-
worthy boats are used in this 
regard; however, any future re-
quests for Coast Guard approval 
of a regatta for 'makeshift' craft 
will be denied." 
During last May's regatta 14 of 
the 40 participants had to be 
fished out of the rain - swollen 
Ohio River. 
Shortly afterward Lt. Comdr. 
John Mundy, officer in charge of 
the Coast Guard's Marine Inspec-
tion Office at Huntington, an-
nounced that he would recom-
mend that similar regattas not be 
permitted. 
"Too risky," Commander 
Mundy had said. 
Both Captain Peterson and 
Commander Mundy have sug. 
gested that SAE consider using 
Olympic racing canoes and ka-
yaks, if future regattas are 
planned. 
"Crafts like these could be pur-
chased for about $200 each," Com 
mander Mundy said. 
DICK'S BARBER SHOP 
"For The Well Groomed University Man" 
1454 FOURTH AVENUE 
ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE 
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND 
Touch-type, hunt-and-peck, type with one hand tied 
behind your back-it's easy to turn out perfect papers 
on Corrasable. Because you can erase without a trace. 
Typing errors disappear like ,magic with just the flick of 
an ordinary pencil eraser.There's never a telltale erasure 
mark on Corrasable's special surface. 
Corrisable is available in light, 
medium, heavy weights and Onion 
Skin. In convenient 100-sheet 
packets and 500-sheet ream 
boxes. Only Eaton makes 
Corrasable. 
A ijerkshi~e Typewriter Paper 
EATON PAPER CORPORATION :°E~ PITTSFIELD, MASS . •.... ,. 
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National,State Education Parley Foreign Relatio!'s 
·o~aws Delegates from Marshall c!n~e~a~o~~s R~::tl~~b 
The tenth annual meeting of West Virginia teachers. 
the West Virginia Student Na- Both colleges and high schools 
tional and State Education As- throughout the state were repre-
sociation and the Future Teachers sented at the conference. 
of America was held Sept. 29, 30 The local SNEA chapter will 
and Oct. 1 at Jackson's Mill. meet Wednesday. Guest speaker 
Dr. Richard M. Carrigan, as- will be Kenneth c. Legg, the 
sistant secretary and national 
consultant of the Student Na- State Future Teacher's consultant 
tional Education Association, connected with the West Virginia 
spoke on the difficulties facing Education Association. 
will hold its first meeting of the 
year at 4 p. m. Tuesday in the 
upstairs of the Student Union. 
Richard Steele, professor of po-
litical science, will preside over 
the meeting. Primary purpose of 
the meeting will be the election 
of officers for the coming year. 
to attend. 






It is many different things 
. . . at different times • . • 
to diff~rent people. 
Styles at. Amsbary's is 
never changed for the sake 
of change. Style is improv.:'!-
ment . • • greater versatility 
• . . increased choice for the 
individual. Style for men is 
supreme comfort. 
When you are ready for 
your brand new suit from 
Amsbary's you choose from 
a wide range of fabrics; 
you select the cut, the color 
and pattern that are best 
for you and your way of 
life. 
If you prefer a natural shoulder in a bulky fa bric, we have it. If you are more comfortable 
in a smoother fabric, 'we have that, too. And you are always "in style," when your clothes are 
from Amsbary and Johnson. 
321 SHOP 
The Young Mans Traditional 
Look ... 
AMSBARY-JOHNSON 
321 10TH STREET 
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Hamlin Will Start As Quarterback 
By RENO UNGER 
Sports Writer 
Robert Hamlin will be handling 
the reins of the Big Green in to-
morrow's game against Toledo--
the first time the junior quarter-
back has· started a game. 
Five members of the regular 
squad will be absent from the 
starting line-up when the team 
journeys to Toledo for the con-
test. 
Gary Zickefoose's foot injury 
has forced him to be scratched 
from the roster along with Jim 
Michel, Ron Mazeska, Bill Nardo, 
and Ralph May. May has been 
given leave to be with his mother, 
who is critically ill. 
Coach Charlie Snyder has been 
working with his team strength-
ening their pass defense and fill-
ing vacancies left by the injured 
PHOTOGRAPHY. INC. 
1416 FOURTH AVENUE 
ANNOUNCES SPECIAL STUDfilNT DISCOUNTS 
Film and Amateur Photo F.quipment 
Fraternity and Sorority Dances 




players. BOB HAMLIN 
''Toledo will be tough to belt," ~--·-·_·_H_ e_•zz_c_a_n_s_i_gn_a_ls ___ ,-------------.1....----- - --------------------
said Snyder. "They are, without 
a doubt, the most improved team 
in the league. The Rockets are 
every bit as good as Louisville 
would be without Giles, so we 
had better get on the ball." 
The tentative line-up for the 
game is as follows; LE, Malc.olm 
Price on offense and Doug Long 
on defense; RE Jim Yoho; T, Rob-
ert Maxwell and Everett Vance; 
G, Ray Dennison and Jim Keat-
ley; C, Rµcker Wickline; QB, 
Robert · Hamlin; HB, Millard 
Fleming and Zeke Myers, and FB, 
Dixon Edwards. 
I 
Doug Long, usually in the 
center· slot, has been shifted to 
end to fill the slot left vacant by 
injuries to Michel and Mazeska. 
Toledo uses a quick tempo type 
of play, running fast and chang-
ing teams every seven minutes. 
This week's practice sessions with 
the Big Green centered on pass 
defense and strengthening the 
line against this type of play. 
Golf Tourney's 
Crown To KAs 
The Riviera C o u n t r y Club 
Golf Course was the scene of an 
18-hole intramural golf play-off 
last week. Kappa Alpha took the 
team championship, w i t h 20 
points; Independents were in 
second place with 27, and Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon took third with 32. 
Frank Perry of the Independ-
ents was individual scoring leader 
with a 66, but two men, Jeff 
Hannon and Bucky Buckman, 
scored in the top four to win the 
match for KA. 
Dick Wildt of TKE took third 
place in the individual scoring 
with a 73; Bill Petty (SAE) had a 
77 for fourth place and Dick Vass 
of Faculty was fifth with 79. 
The golf match was played in 
two sessions with ?'.l people par-
ticipating. 
T6er'r• 'Plarers Of Weei' 
FULLBACK. DIXON EDWARDS (left) and Tackle .Bob Mowell 
were named "Players of the Week" for their performances apinst 
University of Loaisvme last Saturday. Edwards gained 104 yards 
ID 22 carries. 
STUDENTS - SORRY 
Due to Circumstances Beyond Our ·Control 
We will not be able to run our College 
Contest this year. 
Your Philip Morris Student Representative 
0 WhoH make the 
bed wife? 
• WOMAN EXECUTIVE • FASHION MODEL 
@ ls it beffer to 
tnany in college-or 
waif ff II later? 
0 
• NURSE • SECRETARY • TEACHER 
O How many 
cigateffes do 
you smoke a day? 
"~ ?7 
~-. ~~ ·: 7 
• 
• LESS THAN 8 • 8-12 
• • I , • • 18-22 
Here's how 1383 students at 138 colleges voted!• 
•ill1 ~ Stalfbesh 
Stay besh with L'/1 
Any way you look at 
them-L&M's taste bet-
ter. Moisturized tobac-
cos make the difference! 
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Try fresh-tasting, best-tasting rM today . . . in pack or box! 
/ 
PAGE EIGHT 
· four Marshall Students 
Are Not 'Dumb Cops' 
By KEITH MARKINS 
Feature Writer 
The day of the "dumb cop" as 
portrayed by movies and televi-
sion has ended - especially in 
Huntington. The modern police-
man here receives good training 
by the- department plus the fact 
that many have college degrees 
or at least some college training. 
Four policemen are currently 
working toward various degrees 
at Marhall University. 
The· four are Patrolmen John 
Woodyard and Keith Markins 
who are currently enrolled. Sgt. 
Joe Coleman and Patrolman 
Walter Davis will return next 
semester. We asked these officers 
just why they are attending Mar-
shall, what their .future plans are 
and what opinions they have re-
garding university students. 
Many people work the same 
low paying jobs year after year, 
feeling that they are getting too 
old to learn a new trade. For 
these people, Sergeant Coleman is 
a shining example of what a man 
can do if he sets his mind to it. 
Last month, Sergeant Coleman 
completed 20 years with the police 
department and ls currently elig-
ible for retirement with full pen-
sion. But he has no intensions of 
retiring to the rocking chair. He 
lacks only a few short hours of 
being a senior at Marshall and is 
majoring in mathematics. As for 
definite future plans, Coleman ls 
undecided. He has several jobs in 
mind after graduation. 
As for attending Marshall and 
his ideas of students in general, 
he said: 
"First of all my reason is to 
realize a life-long ambition. Sec-
ondly, to further my education in 
ord~r to enhance my chances in 
this highly competitive society so 
that it will be possible to qualify 
for job opportuni~ies. At one time, 
a high school ed,ucation was con-
sidered sufficient, but at the 
present time a college education 
is considered the min.imum re-
quirement for a position. And last 
but not least, to furnish an in-
centive for my children, to pre-
sent them a challenge, so that 
they may deire to attend college." 
He added, "The antics of col-
lege students aren't any different 
from the antics of any other 
young individual who is out to 
play a joke; however, the college 
student will deliberately violate 
the laws of his city, state or gov-
ernment as much as another 
youth, according to my exper-
iences." 
But, he said, "I find that the 
few colJege students who have 
become entangled with the law 
enforcement agencies of our city 
and state, excluding traffic viola-
tions, have quickly realized their 
errors and very rapidly made re-
adjustments to take their place in 
society again. Those few who have 
«otten into trouble were, by far, 
practical jokers . . . ." 
Patrolman Woodyard is a senior 
majoring in political science. He 
has been with the police depart-
ment aproximately one year and 
is presently assigned to cruiser 
duty. He would very much like to 
remain in police work after he 
graduate from Marshall and feels 
that the field in which he is 
studying will give him greater 
knowledge of the laws, thereby 
assisting him in the police pro-
fession. 
to be quite lower than in any 
other group. I have had very few 
dealings with college students 
other than minor traffic viola-
tions and I find, as a rule, that 
they are more courteous and 
respectful than the same age 
group of non-college personnel." 
Patrohr,an Davis. is also a senior 
and is majoring in physical edu-
cation. He will be returning to 
school next semester for comple-
tion of 15 hours plus his. student 
teaching. He stated that although 
he has no definite plans, he is 
content with police work and 
would like to continue in this 
field. He feels that his •education 
will be beneficial to him in many 
ways. For instance, if at some 
time in the future he decides to 
leave the police field, he will 
have his teaching career to falJ 
back on. 
Patrolman Davis said, "In deal-
ing with the adult population (18 
to 25) there is a distinct dif-
ference in the college group and 
the non-college group. I believe 
that the main difference lies in 
"Hurry up, Harry. 
You'll be late 
for the Freshman 
Smoker." 
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four Students 'Raid' Campus 
AMBITION IS ·oNE of the virtues of these memb~rs of the Huntington Police Department. Each 
one is striving to complete his education as wel as protect the taxpayers. The policemen, with 
their majors in parenthesis, are from left to righ . Sergeant Joe Coleman Jr. (mathematics); Pat-
rolman Keith Markins (journalism); Patrolman Walter Davis (physical education), and Patrolman 
John Woodyard (political science). 
assignments and problems for 
four years and with the guidance 
of well-qualified personnel over-
come these obtacle·s and emerge 
as better citizens." 
Patrolman Markins, a sopho-
more majoring in journalism, has 
also been on the force for two 
years and is presently assigned as 
jailer. 
As for poli~emen attending 
Marshall, Chief Herman Frasier 
has this to say: "The rapid intro-
· "Get a kid away from 
home, send him off to 
college, and right away, 
look what happens. 11 
duction of scientific aids to crimi-
nal investigation in order to cope 
with the modem criminal has 
c a u s e d police administrators 
throughout the nation to recog-
nize the need of higher education 
in their personnel. Some· of the 
larger metropolitan areas such as 
New York, Los Angeles and Det-
roit, have a high percentage of 
officers with college degrees. The 
men are encouraged to attend col-
leges and universities and are 
given departmental assignments 
so that they can attetnd classes." 
The chief added, "We in law 
enforcement realize that in order 
to professionalize our field we 
must brng more education ·to our 
ranks. I am extremely happy that 
four members of the Huntington 
Police Department are seeking 
degrees. Law enforcement in this 
area would welcome a college or 
university offering a degree in 
police administration. I'm sure a 
great number of officers would be 
interested." 
"THE FRESHMEN" 
"I'd keep out of there, Frosh. That's 
the School of Pyrotechnics. 11 
"This is your dormitory, 
Clyde. You'll share it 
with 19 other boys." 
SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS: DON'T TREAD ON FRESHMEN! They 
have been known to become employers. A freshman wants, above all, to be 
inaugurated into your world. Walk him to class, teach him longhand, explain 
how the Ph.D. wears his tassel, introduce him to Luckies (and tell him how 
college students smoke more Luckies than any other regular). You'll be a 
bigger man, and you'll be able to borrow Luckies from him any time. 
As for his opipion on college 
students, Patrolman Woodyard 
said: "College students in general 
are law abiding. However, there 
are always a few exceptions to 
the rule, but the percentage seems 
CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change! 
@A . T. en. Produd of ~ ~ ,J'~ -"J'~ is our mid.du name" 
